
Short Description: 

Modern Comfortable Fluorescent Hi-Vis Color Softshell Jacket for Men with Stretchy Fabric 

 

Product Introduction: 

This is a new design modern workwear softshell jacket for men. It’s a completely innovative 

comfortable jacket.  

3 layers functional fabric with TPU membrane, waterproof, breathable and windproof. Keep 

you warm and no sweaty in bad weather or wet working environment. The shell fabric is with 

ripstop texture, strong and wearable for most of working conditions. Inside with jacquard fleece, 

novel appearance and warm feeling. Meanwhile, the fabric is a little stretchy to bring you more 

comfortable wearing experience. 

This jacket is with an ergonomic shaped cutting to fit your body. Fashionable look and flexible 

during big movement when working.  

We concern every details for wearers. Inner collar with fleece to make your neck warm and 

comfortable. There is an inner flap under front zipper, then it is good to wear in cold windy 

days.  

As a working jacket, safety is the most important thing. Here we put 6pcs reflective tapes in 

front and back and also reflective printing along front zipper. The geometric cutting pattern 

reflective tape is our new and unique design for modern workwear, which combine safety 

function with active look. It is strongly recommended. 



As for the color way, we take one Hi-Vis color combined with petrol blue color, and with 

another Hi-Vis color as small part decoration. Bright and attractive looking. This is a fashion 

trend color way for workwear. Beside these, we have other color ways for your choice. Or we 

can follow your idea to make a brand new design.    

 

Product parameter:  

Item No. GL8640B 

Description Modern Comfortable Fluorescent Hi-Vis Color Softshell Jacket for Men with 

Stretchy Fabric 

Fabric Main fabric: Mechanical stretched fabric, double grid/TPU/jacquard fleece 

Contrast fabric: Mechanical stretched fabric /TPU/jacquard fleece 

Function waterproof, breathable, windproof 

Certificate OEKO-TEX 100, ENISO20471, EN343 

Package 1pc/polybag, 20pcs/ctn  

MOQ. 800pcs/color  

Sample  Free of charge for 1-3 pcs sample  

Delivery 30-90 days after firm order 

 

Greenland Added Value: 

1. Strict quality control. 



2. Frequent new designs and trend information.      

3. Fast and free samples. 

4. Unique solution for customized budget. 

5. Warehouse storage service.    

6. Special QTY. size & pattern service. 

 

 

 


